National Geospatial Advisory Committee – Landsat Advisory Group
Statement on Landsat Data Use and Charges1
The value of Landsat data is internationally recognized as indispensable to science, natural resource
management, commerce, security, foreign policy, agriculture, and education. Since 1972, Landsat data have
become a critical part of U.S. infrastructure. Like GPS, the National Weather Service, and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) operational weather satellites, Landsat provides a huge return on
the taxpayers’ investment.2 Landsat enables more efficient science and natural resources management. Its
ability to monitor worldwide land surface changes is a proven public good.3 Landsat benefits far outweigh the
cost. It is in the U.S. national interest to fund and distribute Landsat data to the public without cost now and in
the future.
Overarching recommendation: Landsat data must continue to be distributed at no cost.

Impacts of Charging for Landsat Data
1. Would severely restrict data use. The Department of the Interior (DOI) stopped charging for Landsat
data in 2008 and its use skyrocketed, soaring from 38 to over 5700 scenes per day.4 Imposing charges
will again severely restrict data use.
2. Would violate existing OMB guidelines, Federal Law, OSTP, and U.S. National Space Policy. Cost-free
Landsat data is consistent with existing Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidelines, Federal
Law, Office of Science and Technology (OSTP), and U.S. National Space Policy. No charge should be
made for a service when the service can be considered primarily as benefiting broadly the general
public.5
3. Would require statutory changes. Imposing a data charge requires statutory revision. The Land
Remote Policy Act mandates Landsat data be made available at no more than the cost of fulfilling a
user request (COFUR). COFUR “shall not include any acquisition, amortization, or depreciation of
capital assets originally paid for by the United States Government or other costs not specifically
attributable to fulfilling user requests.”6
4. Would cost more than the amount of revenue generated by the charges. Technology has automated
the data request and distribution process to operate at virtually no cost for fulfilling orders because
the internet cost of filling requests is zero. However, collecting payments incurs costs unrelated to the
data because users incur costs from using authorized payment mechanisms and DOI incurs costs to
invoice, track, and process payments.
5. Would create a circular payment basis for public agencies. Landsat data users are overwhelmingly
public agencies. Charging them for data results in circular payments among government entities.
6. Would stifle innovation and business activity that creates jobs. Increased use is the starting point of
value. Free data catalyzes innovation. It leads to unpredictable applications, products, and decisionmaking that requires investigation and data analysis within specific disciplines.7 The Government’s and
taxpayers’ return is downstream of data access. Free data fuels significant business activity that
creates jobs, generates tax revenue, protects property, protects the environment, and saves lives.8
7. Would inhibit data analysis in scientific and technical analyses. Free data availability results in major
direct and indirect gains in efficiency. Data analysis in scientific and technical analyses renders
information that, in turn, more efficiently applies science and technology to practical problems and
issues.9
8. Would negatively impact international relations relating to national, homeland, and food Security.
Landsat provides a continuous transparent global view of resources over time, allowing for the
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identification and monitoring of the causes of some conflicts related to natural resource needs and
extreme climate events. Landsat data is a critical source for the Department of Agriculture’s national
and international crop estimates and food security analyses.10
9. Would negatively impact foreign policy and U.S. standing as the leader in space technology. Landsat
data products have been and remain important instruments of U.S. foreign policy because they remind
other countries of U.S. leadership in space technology and U.S. dedication to using space11 for the
“benefit of all mankind.”12

Benefit of a free National Satellite Land Remote Sensing Data Archive
“To serve the public interest, both the Legislative and Executive Branches authorized Archive development at
the highest levels of law and policy making. The Archive has been directed to provide services beyond those
traditionally associated with an archive. In addition to ensuring long-term preservation of land remote sensing
data, the Archive is also mandated to provide meaningful and timely access to its resources. The USGS/EROS
Data Center must maintain an in-house specialized, scientific and technical core capability to archive and
access data. This will allow the Archive to fulfill its mission, meet statutory and policy responsibilities, provide a
continuing capability, support research and development, and meet emergency requirements.”13
The Archive’s continuous data from 1972 – 2012 is an unequalled historical record of U.S. land change and use
that increases in value over time and with the addition of new data. The most valuable use of Landsat data is
land change and water use detection and analysis.14
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Chart 1: Total Landsat Scenes Selected By Users Since October 1, 200815

Chart 2: Mt. St. Helens Over 30 Years16
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Source: Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey, May 2012.
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These two Landsat infrared images show Mt. St. Helens before and after the volcano erupted on May 18, 1980.
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